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1. purpose and scope
As an international organization with a global emphasis on excellence, the Randstad Group expects
all group companies and employees, including directors and officers, to behave at all times in
accordance with our core values and Business Principles. This means acting responsibly, with
integrity, and in compliance with Randstad policies and procedures, as well as applicable laws and
regulations. We expect our employees to help Randstad maintain its excellent reputation by
adhering to the high standards reflected in our core values: to know, to serve, to trust,
simultaneous promotion of all interests and striving for perfection.
Randstad promotes a culture of openness and accountability, and encourages all stakeholders to
speak up on any (suspected) ethical concerns, dilemmas, or other incidents where conduct falls
short of our core values and/or the Business Principles (Misconduct). Speaking up is essential to
enable Randstad to protect our people, our company and values, our other stakeholders, and
society as whole. However, as we understand that it takes courage to speak up, we want to offer
you an easy and safe way to do so.
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This Misconduct Reporting Procedure explains what your options are to raise your concern and/or
to speak up on (suspected) misconduct in confidence and without fear of retaliation.
This Misconduct Reporting Procedure is applicable globally to all Randstad Group companies, and
all stakeholders may use it to speak up on (suspicion of) misconduct within or relating to the
Randstad Group.

2. our procedure - how it works
2.1

introduction

In order to facilitate the reporting of Misconduct (see paragraph 2.2) within or related to the
Randstad Group, we have established dedicated channels through which a Stakeholder may voice
concerns, either through local reporting mechanisms in place at company level or, for serious
misconduct, through a report to the Local Integrity Officer, the Central Integrity Officer, or through
our Integrity Line, the Randstad Group speak-up facility (see paragraph 2.3).
Speaking up on potential Misconduct in accordance with this procedure ensures you are protected
when you make a report (see paragraph 2.5). All concerns about potential Misconduct raised in
accordance with our official procedures will be treated confidentially (except to the extent as
required to conduct an adequate investigation (including the right of reply of any person accused)
and, if necessary, to take appropriate action) and with the assurance that there will be no
retaliation against anyone speaking up.

who may speak up
Our procedure is for any Stakeholder who wants to speak up.
Stakeholder refers to anyone within or outside (with a relation to) the Randstad Group, and
may include:
● corporate employees, incl. officers and directors, board members, and trainees
● talent, incl. temporary staffing employees, independent contractors, freelancers, and
the self-employed
● former corporate employees and former talent employed by or through Randstad
Group
● candidates and job seekers
● volunteers
● clients and suppliers, and their staff and subcontractors
● shareholders and investors

2.2

misconduct

when to use this procedure
The Integrity Line can be used to speak up on incidents and situations if you reasonably suspect
or have evidence of serious misconduct and/or unlawful behavior within or relating to the
Randstad Group (“Misconduct”).
Examples of Misconduct (suspected or evidenced) that can be raised under this Misconduct
Reporting Procedure include, for example, serious concerns related to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Randstad’s core values, Business Principles, policies or procedures
competition and antitrust laws and regulations
discrimination and racism
harassment and intimidation
sexual harassment
bribery and corruption
other human rights principles (e.g., modern slavery/forced labor, child labor)
health and safety failures and environmental issues
fraud or misappropriation of company assets
disclosure of confidential information, including personal data
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●
●
●
●

conflicts of interest
criminal offenses
tax principles and policies
failure to comply with obligations imposed by law or regulations (including incorrect
finance, tax and accounting practices), including any breaches of European Union law
(see Annex 3).

when NOT to use this procedure
If you have a question about or an issue with your employment conditions or performance review,
your registration with Randstad, payroll or timesheet, your promotion or the workplace
environment, this Misconduct Reporting Procedure does not apply. It also does not apply if you
have a personal grievance, a conflict with or complaint about your manager or colleague if that
does not amount to Misconduct,
You may raise those types of concerns via the appropriate local routes, such as your manager,
your consultant or relevant branch manager, complaints or customer service line, or HR
department.
If you work at a client of a Randstad Group company, any potential misconduct clearly relating to
that client may also be subject to the client’s reporting procedure.

when in doubt
It will not always be easy to assess whether a concern or situation constitutes Misconduct. If in
doubt, you may check with the Local Integrity Officer, or just speak up via the Integrity Line (see
paragraph 2.4). If you do so, the Local Integrity Officer will review your report and let you know
whether it is being followed up as a potential case of Misconduct under this procedure. If not, you
will be referred to the relevant function or reporting line.

2.3

where and how to speak up

Any employee who reasonably suspects or has witnessed potential Misconduct is expected to
report it.
For many matters, it can be a good first step to talk to the person involved directly, even though
this may not always be easy, or to your manager or other regular (local) reporting channels. Even
when we facilitate easy and safe speaking up, this should not immediately replace normal
dialogue, feedback and Great Conversations, which form the foundation of our core values.
However, if you feel this is not appropriate or you do not feel comfortable doing so, you can report
to your Local Integrity Officer or the Central Integrity Officer directly, or make use of the Integrity
Line.

your manager, HR representative, legal counsel, risk & audit, or other
trusted role
As a general guideline, the first person to approach when raising a concern is your direct manager
(for employees), your consultant or their manager (for talent), or your regular business contact
(other external stakeholders). You may also choose, depending on the nature of the concern, to
discuss the matter with your HR representative, legal counsel, risk & audit, or other trusted party
(e.g., ombudsman, confidant) in the organization. They may be able to help, mediate or guide you
to the best function to address your concern. Speaking to management is usually the fastest and
preferred route, and the best way to ensure a good and open work environment throughout the
Randstad Group.

your Local Integrity Officer and the Central Integrity Officer
If your concern relates to potential Misconduct, you may also report directly to your Local Integrity
Officer.
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The Local Integrity Officer is the impartial person or function that ensures that all cases
reported to the Integrity Line as well as those reported to him/her directly, are assessed and
then either forwarded to the appropriate team/role for follow-up, or (if the report is assessed as
potential Misconduct) investigated and dealt with in a lawful and timely manner, while fully
respecting the rights of all individuals involved. Every country/Randstad Group company
(including Randstad N.V.) has its own Local Integrity Officer. The Local Integrity Officer may
either be a trusted Randstad employee or an external party, as deemed appropriate by the
relevant managing director and the Central Integrity Officer.

Local Integrity Officer contact details can be found on the websites
of the relevant Randstad Group companies: see randstad.com for
further details
If you want to speak with the Local Integrity Officer by phone or in person, please indicate this
in your message.
If the suspected Misconduct involves senior management in your company, you can also reach out
directly to the Central Integrity Officer at Randstad N.V.
The Central Integrity Officer is the impartial person or function appointed by the Randstad N.V.
Executive Board to coordinate integrity issues under this procedure, and to provide regular
reports to the Executive Board and annually to the Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board
on cases reported via the Integrity Line or directly to the Local Integrity Officers and Central
Integrity Officer.
The Central Integrity Officer ensures that any reports under this procedure on suspected
Misconduct by one or more members of the management team of a Randstad Group company
are reviewed centrally.
You may reach out to the Central Integrity officer by email (complianceofficer@randstad.com),
or send a letter to Central Integrity Officer, Randstad N.V., P.O. Box 12600, 1100 AP
Amsterdam-Zuidoost, The Netherlands.

the Integrity Line: online or by phone
If you suspect or have witnessed Misconduct that cannot be reported via the regular reporting
channels (e.g., because these are likely to be inappropriate or ineffective, or because you do not
feel comfortable reporting your issue through these channels), you can speak up via the Integrity
Line.
Reports can be submitted through the Integrity Line in the local language or in English, either
online or orally (by phone). The Integrity Line consists of a secure webpage and a telephone
hotline, accessible 24 hours a day via free local access numbers. Both are operated by an
independent external provider. For full contact details and user instructions, see annex 2.
Although reports may also be submitted anonymously, Randstad encourages you to tell us who
you are when you speak up, as this greatly facilitates the investigation of the report.
the Integrity Line details for your country: see annex 2
The Central Integrity Officer (online only) for the Randstad Group can be reached via:
web access: www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/nl
access code: 55984
language options: English, or your local language (but allow additional time for translation of
your message).
Reports made to the Integrity Line are received by the Local Integrity Officer and will also be
shared with the Central Integrity Officer at Randstad N.V.
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speaking up anonymously
If you want to report anonymously, Randstad strongly advises that you report through the
Integrity Line. This allows us to handle your report of potential Misconduct in the most efficient
way, helps to minimize unreliable and false reports, best protects the privacy of everyone involved,
and enables the Local Integrity Officer and/or Central Integrity Officer to communicate efficiently
with you. Randstad does not need to know who you are, but using the Integrity Line makes safe
dialogue possible.
When speaking up anonymously, please make sure to provide sufficient details in order to allow
your concern to be addressed. Anonymous reports that do not include sufficient details cannot be
investigated.
Additional instructions with respect to anonymous reporting may be available in your country.

what to include when you speak up
Randstad values any report made in good faith, whether anonymous or not. However, in order to
be able to assess the merit of the report and decide on how to follow up, the Local Integrity
Officer needs as much detail as possible.
Consider the following aspects when you speak up:
●
●
●
●
●
●

what happened?
who is involved - who did what and were there any witnesses?
when did it happen?
where did it happen?
how did it happen - what means or methods were used?
if you know, why did it happen?

We also encourage you to share any evidence, document, reference, photo, or any other relevant
information that may assist us in assessing the report in a more efficient manner. If you do not
have such evidence, any reference or recommendation of where to look for such material will be
helpful.
You may not be able to address all aspects, but the more information we have, the better we can
assess and follow up. When you report via the Integrity Line, the Local Integrity Officer
and/Central Integrity Officer may reach out to you (also via the Integrity Line) with further
questions.

reporting outside the Randstad Group
If, after careful consideration, you do not feel comfortable to speak up within the company, it may
(subject to specific conditions set by local legislation) be possible to raise your concern outside the
company. This procedure is not meant to limit your rights to report the potential Misconduct
outside of the Randstad Group nor to limit your protection where external reporting is a possibility
under local law. You will still be entitled to protection in the same manner as when reporting
internally if, as examples only,
●
●
●

in the situation where you have first reported internally, no response was provided to
your report within the timeframe set in paragraph 2.4;
in spite of our clear commitment in this procedure, you seriously fear there is a risk of
retaliation;
the breach you suspect or have evidenced constitutes an imminent or manifest danger to
the public interest (an emergency situation or a risk of irreversible damage).

However, reporting externally to a local authority or publicly is an impactful step. To understand all
conditions involved, and what can or cannot be reported externally, please see the website of the
competent authorities in your country of residence.
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For the Netherlands the competent authority is:

Het Huis voor Klokkenluiders | Dutch Whistleblowers Authority
Contact details:
Address: Postbox 85680, NL-2508 CJ Den Haag
Phone: 088 – 133 10 00
Email: contact@huisvoorklokkenluiders.nl
https://www.huisvoorklokkenluiders.nl/english
Advice for employees
Any employee (or ex-employee, self-employed, volunteer or intern) based in the Netherlands
who suspects a possible wrongdoing within his organization can get confidential advice from the
Dutch Whistleblowers Authority, free of charge. The wrongdoing has to involve a public interest
and must be based on reasonable suspicion as well. If these conditions meet your personal
situation, please contact us - on working days between 10-12 am and 1-4 pm (CET) via:
phone: (+31) - (0)88 – 1331 030
email: advies@huisvoorklokkenluiders.nl
Reporting and investigation
You can report and/or request an investigation in the following ways:
●

request an investigation online

●

by email: contact@huisvoorklokkenluiders.nl

●

by phone: (+31) - (0)88 – 133 10 00

●

by mail: Huis voor Klokkenluiders, Postbus 85860, 2508 CJ Den Haag

(see also - in Dutch only - For information on making a report and submitting an inquiry)
Depending on the subject matter of the report, also other authorities may be competent:
Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM)
The Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM) ensures fair competition between
businesses, and protects consumer interests.

Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM)
The Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM)responsible for supervising the operation of
the financial markets. This means that AFM supervises the conduct of the entire financial
market sector: savings, investment, insurance and loans. By supervising the conduct of the
financial markets, AFM aims to contribute to the efficient operation of these markets.

Dutch Data Protection Authority (Dutch DPA)
The Dutch Data Protection Authority (Dutch DPA) supervises processing of personal data in
order to ensure compliance with laws that regulate the use of personal data.
Address: PO Box 93374, NL-2509 AJ DEN HAAG
Phone: (+31) (0)70 888 85 00

Whenever you are considering this, we strongly recommend that you seek advice and not do this
alone. Above all, we strongly encourage that you speak up within the company first, so you can
hand the burden over to us, and we will be able to look into the matter immediately.
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If you decide to report potential Misconduct externally while an investigation by a Randstad Group
company is ongoing, the company may decide to no longer involve you in that investigation, to
stop the investigation, and/or take any other steps it considers necessary.

2.4

handling of reports made via the Integrity Line or directly
to the Local Integrity Officer

Reports received through the Integrity Line are shared with the Local Integrity Officer for the
company concerned. As standard, a copy of the report is also sent to the Central Integrity Officer
at Randstad N.V.
Both the Local Integrity Officer and the Central Integrity Officer are impartial functions. The
Integrity Line, the Local Integrity Officer, and the Central Integrity officer offer a secure way to
speak up. This way of speaking up ensures you are using reporting channels that protect your
confidentiality as well as that of third parties. Access to non-authorized persons is restricted.

initial assessment and response
The Local Integrity Officer will confirm to you the receipt of your report, received directly or
through the Integrity Line, within seven days of receipt. The Local Integrity Officer will also inform
you whether the matter reported is assessed as a potential Misconduct, or whether it is a matter
that should be handled through the normal (local) reporting procedures (e.g., HR representative,
client contact, payroll, complaints, or customer service & support line). If further information is
required to make this assessment, this will be addressed in the response message.
If the matter should be handled through the normal (local) reporting procedures, the Local
Integrity Officer will provide the relevant details in the response message, or contact the relevant
local function to handle the report, depending on the nature of the message and the contact
details that you provided.

the investigation and feedback
The Local Integrity Officer ensures that all reported cases of potential Misconduct are investigated
and dealt with in a lawful and timely manner, while respecting the rights of all individuals involved,
in accordance with Randstad’s investigation procedure.
In certain instances such cases may be referred to and handled by a local management
representative and/or other relevant functions of the company, depending on the nature of the
report. In these cases, the same practices with regard to, for example, confidentiality, nonretaliation and timeframes still apply.
After due assessment, the Local Integrity Officer may decide not to investigate a report if, for
example:
●
●

there is insufficient information for a fair investigation and it is not possible to obtain
further information;
there is a clear indication that the report was not based on merit, but was made in bad
faith and with the mere intention to harm individuals or the company rather than to
address Misconduct.

During the investigation, the Local Integrity Officer or other relevant function involved in the
investigation may also reach out to you (via the Integrity Line or, when possible, directly) for
further clarification.
At the latest three months from the acknowledgement of receipt, the Local Integrity Officer will
provide feedback. If the investigation is not yet concluded at that time, further feedback will be
provided again at a later moment. Please note that it is not always possible to share the details of
the progress or outcome of the investigation for reasons of confidentiality, privacy and the legal
rights of the parties involved. All parties are entitled to confidentiality, including the accused.
Therefore, if you participate in or learn about an investigation, you must also keep the matter
confidential.
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the Central Integrity Officer
If the potential Misconduct involves one or more members of the local management team of a
Randstad Group company, the Local Integrity Officer will redirect the report to the Central Integrity
Officer. The Central Integrity Officer may inform local management and will inform the responsible
member of the Randstad N.V. Executive Board and/or the Audit Committee of the Supervisory
Board, subject to confidentiality and there being no potential conflict of interest.
Reports that relate to one or more members of the Randstad N.V. Executive Board or Supervisory
Board will be handled by the Randstad N.V. Local Integrity Officer, who is a member of the
Supervisory Board.

conclusions and actions taken
After the investigation is concluded, prompt and appropriate corrective action will be taken when
and as warranted in the judgment of the relevant management level, taking into account the
relevant company functions (e.g., HR, Legal). Corrective action in the event of proven Misconduct
may vary from a written warning, coaching, and/or apologies to those affected by the Misconduct
through to the suspension or termination of the contract of or relationship with those responsible
for the Misconduct, reporting to the appropriate authorities, and/or any other action relevant to
the specific Misconduct.

2.5

protecting your rights when you speak up via the
Integrity Officer and/or Integrity Line

Protecting your right to speak up on potential Misconduct is essential. One of the main purposes of
this procedure is exactly that. This protection applies when you have reasonable grounds to
believe that the information you report is true at the time of reporting, and this information
constitutes Misconduct.
Below, some key principles are highlighted.

confidentiality
All concerns raised via the Integrity Line or with the Local Integrity Officer directly are treated as
confidential to the maximum extent, including your identity, consistent with the need to conduct
an investigation (and, if necessary, take appropriate action). This also applies to anyone assisting
you when speaking up in a work-related context. Exceptions to confidentiality are possible when
Randstad is under a legal or regulatory obligation to disclose the information, or if the report is
made in bad faith.
Information will only be shared with a limited number of authorized people directly involved in the
investigation on a strict need-to-know basis. This may include external advisors involved in an
investigation. Your identity and other information from which your identity may be deduced will
not be disclosed to anyone beyond these people without your explicit consent. Depending on the
purpose of sharing, the Local Integrity Officer will (further) anonymize the information prior to
sharing it.
In principle, we are obliged to inform any person under investigation that he or she is the subject
of an allegation of potential Misconduct. This notification may be delayed if there is a substantial
risk that this jeopardizes the investigation or the gathering of evidence. Also in this case your
identity will not be disclosed.
When you speak up in accordance with this procedure, Randstad is committed to treating your
report seriously and with care. Randstad expects that you treat it in the same manner, also
respecting confidentiality to the extent possible, in accordance with your contractual and
confidentiality obligations. This does not restrict you from reporting externally or publicly where
this is possible under local law, in accordance with the specific requirements for such reporting, or
from seeking (legal) advice in relation to your reporting (see paragraph 2.3, reporting outside the
Randstad Group).
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privacy/data protection
Any personal data obtained as part of any report and investigation under this procedure (including
of the person speaking up, any person under investigation, and any witnesses) will only be used
for the purposes described in this procedure and in accordance with relevant data protection laws
and Randstad’s data protection policy. Personal data that is clearly not relevant for handling of a
specific report shall be deleted without undue delay.
Personal data on the Integrity Line will be deleted by the Local Integrity Officer three months after
a case is closed. Personal data collected as part of an investigation may be retained for a longer
period if this is required due to the nature of the allegations and/or investigation up to the
maximum statutory limitation period for the relevant country, but no longer than is necessary and
proportionate.
Personal data will only be shared with those who need to know and will be subject to an obligation
of confidentiality to the extent possible and as consistent with the need to conduct an investigation
and, if necessary, take appropriate action. Exceptions are possible if Randstad is under a legal or
regulatory obligation to disclose the information or if the report is made in bad faith.

non-retaliation
We encourage speaking up, and any person who speaks up will be protected from any form of
threat or retaliation, provided that the reporting person has reasonable grounds to believe that the
information on the potential Misconduct reported is true at the time of the report. You will not be
blamed or held liable when you report in good faith and in accordance with this procedure.
Randstad will not retaliate against anyone reporting potential Misconduct. For example, Randstad
will not discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, or in any manner discriminate against
anyone reporting potential Misconduct. This also applies to the person who assists the person
speaking up in a work-related context.
The right of non-retaliation is guaranteed under the Business Principles, and violation of this right
will not be tolerated. Any form of threat or retaliation aimed at speaking up may lead to
disciplinary measures.
If you notice or experience any threat or retaliation, you can report this via the Integrity Line or
directly to the Central Integrity officer.
When you speak up in accordance with this procedure on Misconduct in which you have
participated yourself, Randstad will consider taking this into account as a mitigating factor when
assessing the consequences of such Misconduct.

exception: reporting in bad faith
Reports are considered to have been made in bad faith if the reporting person knows, at the
moment of reporting, that the allegation made is not true. This could be the case, for instance,
when this procedure is abused (a) because of personal grievances, (b) for personal benefit, or (c)
to intentionally harm the Randstad Group or any of its employees, including officers and directors.
The Randstad Group sees reporting in bad faith as a very serious violation of our Business
Principles.
If appropriate, the Randstad Group may take further action (including disciplinary action) against
anyone who knowingly makes a report in bad faith.

2.6 protecting the subject of an investigation
A person subject to an investigation into a potential Misconduct is also entitled to protection. The
presumption of innocence is a leading principle. The Local Integrity Officer is responsible for
monitoring and managing this procedure, also towards anyone who is accused of – or otherwise
involved in – any potential Misconduct.
The person under investigation of a potential Misconduct will normally be notified of this fact
within a reasonable timeframe, depending on the facts and circumstances and whether there is a
perceived risk of destruction of evidence, retaliation and/or obstruction of the investigation.
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All questions or issues raised are treated confidentially. Information will only be shared with a
limited number of people on a strict need-to-know basis.
The person under investigation has the right to respond to the allegations and can appeal against
any adverse findings or decisions.

3. accountability and disciplinary action
The Randstad N.V. Executive Board has overall responsibility for the Misconduct Reporting
Procedure and its application. Management of each Randstad Group company is obliged to ensure
that this Misconduct Reporting Procedure is implemented within their organization, and the Local
Integrity Officer can function in accordance with this procedure.
Randstad expects management at all levels within the Randstad Group to handle all reports
concerning any potential Misconduct seriously, confidentially, and in an expeditious manner, and to
ensure that the reporting person is not confronted with threats or retaliation. Management is
obliged to fully cooperate with any investigation into potential Misconduct.
Failure to comply with this procedure, including threats or retaliation against anyone speaking up
in accordance with this procedure, and failure to take reasonable steps or reasonable care to
protect the identity of the person speaking up may be subject to disciplinary action.
The Randstad N.V. Executive Board, after consultation with the Supervisory Board, may amend this
procedure at any time in a manner consistent with the requirements of applicable laws and
regulations, and will involve the Randstad European Works Council. Where relevant the local
Works Councils will be involved for local implementation.
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annex 1 - summary
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annex 2 - user instructions & contact details
Integrity Line user instructions
When you prepare to speak up via the Integrity Line, consider the following aspects for reporting:
●

what happened?

●

who is involved - who did what and were there any witnesses?

●

when did it happen?

●

where did it happen?

●

how did it happen - what means or methods were used?

●

if you know, why did it happen?

If possible, you may share, along with the online report, any evidence, document, reference, photo, or any
relevant information, which may assist us in assessing the report in a more efficient way. If you do not
have such evidence, any reference or recommendation of where to look for such material will be helpful.

free phone line - reporting orally
●

The person reporting dials the applicable free phone number; the telephone call is received by a
voice-response system. After making the report, the reporting person receives a unique case
number. The report can be made in the local language or in English. The external provider then
sends a word-for-word transcript of the voice recording to the Local Integrity Officer of the
country/company concerned.
○
please speak clearly
○
if you want to be contacted directly, make sure you leave your contact details; your phone
number is NOT registered when you report by phone
○
register your unique case number for communication purposes

●

For protection of the reporting person’s anonymity, the voice recording remains with the external
provider and is destroyed as soon as the Local Integrity Officer has confirmed receipt of the
transcript.

●

Via the unique case number, the Local Integrity Officer will leave a reply message for the reporting
person to confirm receipt of the report and, if necessary, to ask verification questions or
summarize a conclusion. After the initial report, the Local Integrity Officer will post a reply within a
maximum of seven days from receipt of the message.
Please check for a response message!
Your phone number is not registered when you report.

●

Using the unique case number, the person making the report can call the free phone line again to
hear the reply from the Local Integrity Officer. The person reporting can choose whether to answer
questions immediately or at a later stage.

online reporting form
●

The person making the report goes to the relevant web page, leaves a message by entering a text
(in the local language or in English), and receives a unique case number. The external provider
translates the message (if not in English) and sends the translation plus a copy of the web
message to the Local Integrity Officer of the country/company concerned.

●

Via the unique case number, the Local Integrity Officer can leave a reply message for the reporting
person to confirm receipt of the report and, if necessary, to ask verification questions or
summarize a conclusion. After the initial report, the Local Integrity Officer will post a reply within a
maximum of seven days from receipt of the message.

●

The person making the report can use the case number to log in again, and will then be able to
see the reply from the Local Integrity Officer. The person reporting can choose whether to answer
questions immediately or at a later stage.
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Country

Freephone and web access

Access
code

Language options

The Central Integrity Officer* for the Randstad Group can be
reached via
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/nl

55984

English, Dutch

Randstad Group companies
for AUSY, Monster and Randstad Sourceright see end of the list
Argentina &
Uruguay*

0800 666 0078
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/ar

37821

LA Spanish, US English

Australia

1800 452 051
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/au

47064

English

Austria

0800-295175
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/at

64282

German, English

Belgium

0800 71365
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/be

42101

Flemish, French,
English

Brazil

0800 891 9678
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/br

15678

Portuguese-Brazilian,
US English

Canada

1-866-818 1239
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/ca

42102

US English, Canadian
French

Chile

123 0020 2775
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/cl

40972

LA Spanish, US English

China

4009901434
calling with provider Unicom: 108007440179
calling with provider Telecom: 108004400179 (landline
only)
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/cn

42118

SC Mandarin, SC
Cantonese,
English

Czech Republic

800 900 538
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/cz

14218

Czech, English

Denmark

8088 5638
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/dk

42103

Danish, English

France

0800-908 810
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/fr

42104

French, English

Germany

0800-1801 733
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/de

42105

German, English
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Greece

00800 4414 2695
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/gr

11638

Greek, English

Hong Kong

80096 3161
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/hk

85416

TC Mandarin, TC
Cantonese,
English

Hungary

0680 981 359
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/hu

42106

Hungarian, English

India

0008 0044 01221
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/in

English
42117

Italy

800-787 639
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/it

42107

Italian, English

Japan

0120 774878
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/jp

65542

Japanese, English

Luxembourg

800-21 048
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/lu

42108

German, French,
English

Malaysia

1-800-88-4307
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/my

57253

Malay, English

Mexico

01800 123 4618
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/mx

19077

LA Spanish, English

Monaco

80093617
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/mc

86241

French, English

Netherlands

0800-773 2587
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/nl

42100

Dutch, English

Netherlands
(Randstad nv)

0800-773 2587
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/nl

42116

Dutch, English

New Zealand

0800 45 0436
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/nz

62710

English

Norway

800-18 333
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/no

15476

Norwegian, English

Poland

00800 4411 739
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/pl

42109

Polish, English

Portugal

800-831528
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/pt

01375

Portuguese, English
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Romania

0800894540
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/ro

51643

Romanian, English

Singapore

1800-8232206
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/sg

26935

English, SC Mandarin,
Malay

Spain &
Andorra

900-973 174
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/es

42111

Spanish, English

Sweden

020-798 813
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/se

42112

Swedish, English

Switzerland

0800-561 422
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/ch

42113

German, French,
Italian,
English

Turkey

00800 448 824 369
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/tr

42119

Turkish, English

United Arab
Emirates

800 0441 2727
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/ae

13718

Arabic, English

United
Kingdom

0800-169 3502
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/gb

42114

English

United States
of America
Randstad

1-866-250 6706
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrandstad/us

42115

US English, LA Spanish

United States
of America
Spherion

1-866-250 6706
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/spherion/us

57728

US English, LA Spanish

AUSY group companies
Belgium

0800-71365
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/be

30753

Dutch, French, English

France

0800-908810
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/fr

96710

French, English

Germany

0800-1801733
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/de

31290

German, English

India

0008004401221
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/in

59691

English

Italy

800-787639
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/it

74110

Italian, English
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Luxembourg

800-21048
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/lu

49954

French, English

Netherlands

0800 0222931
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/nl

69557

Dutch, English

Portugal

800-831528
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/pt

39986

Portuguese, English

Romania

0800894540
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/ro

60413

Romanian, English

Switzerland

0800-561422
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatausy/ch

23475

French, English

Monster group companies
Austria

0800-295175
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/at

17691

German, English

Belgium

0800-71365
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/be

66550

Flemish, French,
English

Canada

1-866-8181239
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/ca

12181

US English, French
Canadian

Czech Republic

800 900 538

65844

Czech, English

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonst
er/cz
France

0800-908810
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/fr

47826

French, English

Germany

0800-1801733
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/de

34991

German, English

Ireland

1800-552136
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/ie

08901

English

Italy

800-787639
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/it

23534

Italian, English

Luxembourg

800-21048
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/lu

82807

French, German,
English

Netherlands

0800 0222931
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/nl

30051

Dutch, English
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Spain

900-973174
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/es

13146

Spanish, English

Switzerland

0800-561422
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/ch

04135

German, French,
Italian, English

United
Kingdom

0800-1693502
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/gb

19478

English

United States

1-866-2506706
www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatmonster/us

30681

US English, Latin
American Spanish

Randstad Sourceright EMEA*
Belgium

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/be

76666

French, Flemish,
English

France

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/fr

76629

French, English

Germany

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/de

11611

German, English

Hungary

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/hu

24207

Hungarian, English

Netherlands

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/nl

55370

Dutch, English

Poland

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/se

79791

Polish, English

Sweden

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/se

63326

Swedish, English

United
Kingdom

www.speakupfeedback.eu/web/integrityatrsr/gb

45420

English

* web access only
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annex 3 - breaches of European Union law
Breaches of European Union law concern the following areas:
1.

public procurement;

2.

financial services, products and markets, and prevention of money laundering and terrorist
financing;

3.

product safety and compliance;

4.

transport safety;

5.

protection of the environment;

6.

radiation protection and nuclear safety;

7.

food and feed safety, animal health and welfare;

8.

public health;

9.

consumer protection;

10. protection of privacy and personal data, and security of network and information systems.
Breaches affecting the financial interests of the Union as referred to in Article 325 TFEU and as
further specified in relevant Union measures;
Breaches relating to the internal market, as referred to in Article 26(2) TFEU, including breaches of
Union competition and State aid rules, as well as breaches relating to the internal market in
relation to acts which breach the rules of corporate tax or to arrangements the purpose of which is
to obtain a tax advantage that defeats the object or purpose of the applicable corporate tax law.
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